Abstract-Free-space optical (FSO) communication provides rapidly deployable, dynamic communication links that are capable of very high data rates compared with those of radio-frequency systems. As such, FSO communication is ideal for mobile platforms, for platforms that require the additional security afforded by the narrow divergence of a laser beam, and for systems that must be deployed in a relatively short time frame. In clear-weather conditions the data rate and utility of FSO communication links are primarily limited by fading caused by microscale atmospheric temperature variations that create parts-permillion refractive-index fluctuations known as atmospheric turbulence. Typical communication techniques to overcome turbulence-induced fading, such as interleavers with sophisticated codes, lose viability as the data rate is driven higher or the delay tolerance is driven lower. This paper, along with its companion [J. Opt. Commun. Netw. 4, 947 (2012)], present communication systems and techniques that exploit atmospheric reciprocity to overcome turbulence that are viable for high data rate and low delay tolerance systems. Part I proves that reciprocity is exhibited under rather general conditions and derives the optimal power-transfer phase compensation for far-field operation. Part II presents capacity-achieving architectures that exploit reciprocity to overcome the complexity and delay issues that limit state-of-the-art FSO communications.
I. INTRODUCTION
F ree-space optical (FSO) communication can help satisfy the emergent requirement to be able to detect anything from anywhere at any time with a requirement to globally share this information in real-time with high reliability and security. In clear-weather conditions the data rate and utility of FSO communication links are primarily limited by fading caused by microscale atmospheric temperature variations that create parts-per-million refractive-index fluctuations known as atmospheric turbulence. Typical communication techniques to overcome turbulence-induced fading, such as interleavers with sophisticated codes, lose viability as the data rate is driven higher or the delay tolerance is driven lower. Using the reciprocal nature of the turbulent atmosphere, we will describe communication techniques to overcome turbulence that are viable for high data rate and low delay systems.
Reciprocity promises to be a disruptive technology for high data rate FSO communication through atmospheric turbulence. By exploiting reciprocity, systems can overcome the complexity and delay issues that limit state-ofthe-art FSO communications. Additionally, with the proper system design, reciprocity provides turbulence state information for free. In other words, bidirectional links, or unidirectional links employing a beacon for tracking purposes, can measure the turbulence state without additional complexity or loss of performance. In this paper we explore the benefits of reciprocity in FSO communication systems. For peak-power limited systems, viz., systems in which power cannot be allocated across independent turbulence realizations, the ergodic capacity cannot be increased by using reciprocity unless adaptive optics (AO) are employed. Nevertheless, reciprocity can be used to decrease decoder complexity and reduce system delay while still achieving ergodic capacity. The data rate of many systems, whether peak or average power limited, is limited by decoder complexity, in which case reciprocity can increase the implementable data rate. Further, if AO compensation is used, reciprocity can be used to increase the capacity of optical communication systems by increasing power-transfer efficiency. Most optical communication transmitters are peakpower limited because of the use of components-such as erbium-doped power amplifiers-whose time constants are much shorter than the atmospheric coherence time. Further, as signaling rates continue to increase, all transmitters become effectively peak-power limited. As a result, we focus on peak-power-limited systems in this paper.
In this paper, we introduce a new performance metric that replaces ergodic capacity with something more appropriate for systems utilizing reciprocity. We determine that performance for optimal architectures and for architectures that are particularly amenable to implementation. Finally, we use experimental measurements of a system exhibiting near-perfect reciprocity to calculate the performance gain from using reciprocity. Reciprocity can be used to inform AO transmitter compensation [1] , but, while our results apply to both AO compensated and uncompensated systems, we do not explicitly address the performance improvement afforded by AO compensation. Instead we focus on capacity, coding, and complexity behavior when reciprocity is exploited in fixed-optics systems.
II. CHANNEL MODELS
We consider a line-of-sight, single spatial-mode systemeither for bidirectional communication or unidirectional communication with a return-path tracking beacon-whose z 0 plane transceiver has an exit/entrance pupil A 0 of area A 0 , and whose z L plane transceiver has an exit/entrance pupil A L of area A L . Data are transmitted from the z 0 plane transmitter and received coherently or incoherently by the data receiver in the z L plane. In the reverse direction, a data stream or a beacon is transmitted from the z L plane and received coherently or incoherently in the z 0 plane. Each transceiver employs a diplexer that enables it to use fiber-coupled lasers and photodetectors in distinct focal planes that share the terminal's common exit/entrance pupil.
We assume linear-polarized operation at center frequency ω 0 (center wavelength λ 2πc∕ω 0 ) and use the following scalar baseband model for the complex field envelope in the z 0 to z L link's receiver fiber at time t:
Here, s 0 T t is the bandwidth W 0L scalar complex envelope of the field transmitted from the z 0 plane at time t, which satisfies the peak-power constraint js 0 T tj 2 ≤ P 0 T ; ν 0L t represents the turbulence-induced amplitude and phase fluctuations imposed on a field transmitted from z 0 at time t − L∕c and received at z L at time t, which is normalized to satisfy Ejν 0L tj 2 1 so that α 0L is the average z 0 to z L power-transfer efficiency; and w L R t is the complex field envelope of the background light entering the z L plane receiver's fiber at time t.
From the extended Huygens-Fresnel principle [2, 3] we have that the average z 0 to z L power-transfer efficiency at time t is
where hρ 0 ; ρ; t, for ρ ∈ A 0 and ρ 0 ∈ A L , is the atmospheric propagation Green's function at time t; p 0 T ρ is the mode function produced by the z 0 transmitter's fiber in the A 0 exit pupil; p L R ρ 0 is the mode function that couples light from the z L receiver's A L entrance pupil to its receiver fiber; T 0 T ρ; t is the z 0 transmitter's AO transformation at time t; and T L R ρ 0 ; t is the z L receiver's AO transformation at time t. If AO are not used, these AO transformations are T 0 T ρ; t 1 and T L R ρ 0 ; t 1. If phase-only AO are used, then T 0 T ρ; t e −jθ 0 T ρ;t and T L R ρ 0 ; t e −jθ L R ρ 0 ;t . The normalized turbulence state for the field propagating from the z 0 to the z L plane is given by
The background-light contribution to s L R t is a zero-mean, circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random process whose mean-squared strength is
where N L λ is the background-light spectral radiance at the z L plane and Δλ L is the wavelength-units bandwidth of the background-suppressing optical filter employed in the z L plane's receiver. The preceding results imply that the z L receiver's photon detection rate at time t is
where η L is its detector's quantum efficiency.
Our model for the z L to z 0 channel parallels the development we have just completed for z 0 to z L propagation. The scalar complex envelope of the field entering the z 0 receiver's fiber at time t is
where s L T t is the bandwidth W L0 , peak-power constraint P L T , complex envelope of the field transmitted from the z L plane, ν L0 t is the normalized turbulence state for a field transmitted from z L at time t − L∕c and received at z 0 at time t, α L0 is the average z L to z 0 powertransfer efficiency at time t, and w 0 R t is the complex envelope of the background light entering the z 0 receiver's fiber at time t.
Using the extended Huygens-Fresnel principle and the reciprocity of its Green's function [4] , the average z L to z 0 power-transfer efficiency at time t is
where p L T ρ 0 is the mode function produced by the z L transmitter's fiber in the A L exit pupil; p 0 R ρ is the mode function that couples light from z 0 receiver's A 0
1
Here we are assuming that the one-way propagation delay L∕c is appreciably shorter than the turbulence coherence time; see [5] for more information.
entrance pupil to its receiver fiber; T L T ρ 0 ; t is the z L transmitter's AO transformation at time t; and T 0 R ρ 0 ; t is the z 0 receiver's AO transformation at time t. The normalized turbulence state for the field propagating from the z L to the z 0 plane is given by
The background-light contribution to s 0 R t is a zero-mean, circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random process whose mean-squared strength is
where N 0 λ is the background-light spectral radiance at the z 0 plane and Δλ 0 is the wavelength-units bandwidth of the background-suppressing optical filter employed in the z 0 plane's receiver. The z 0 receiver's photon detection rate at time t is, therefore,
where η 0 is its detector's quantum efficiency.
The z 0 to z L and z L to z 0 channel models we have just specified are sufficiently general to describe fading effects on a wide range of single-mode systems by choice of the mode functions fp 0 T ρ; p 0 R ρ; p L T ρ 0 ; p L R ρ 0 g and the possibly time-varying AO transformations fT 0 T ρ; t; T 0 R ρ; t; T L T ρ 0 ; t; T L R ρ 0 ; tg. For example, this model captures the behavior of the single-mode fiber-coupled system, with coherent or incoherent detection, shown in Fig. 1 , which has been shown to exhibit perfect reciprocity [5, 6] , i.e.,
These results followed from assuming that all the fibers in Fig. 1 had the same spatial mode ξ· and that single AO elements were used for both the transmitter and the receiver at z 0 and z L. The first assumption implies that
where ρ f ∈ F 0 is a vector in the exit facet of the z 0 fiber, ρ 0 f ∈ F L is a vector in the exit facet of the z L fiber, g 0 ρ; ρ f is the response at ρ ∈ A 0 to an impulse (point source) at ρ f ∈ F 0 , and g L ρ; ρ f is the response at ρ 0 ∈ A L to an impulse (point source)
and T L ρ 0 ; t into our expressions for α 0L , α L0 , ν 0L t, and ν L0 t yields the reciprocity relations given above. Figure 2 shows another example encompassed by our channel models. Here we continue to assume that single AO elements are used for both the transmitter and receiver at z 0 and z L, but now the transmitter and receiver at each terminal use fibers with different spatial modes and different coupling optics, i.e.,
This system does not exhibit perfect reciprocity and, as a result, ν L0 t ≠ ν 0L t and α L0 ≠ α 0L . Nevertheless, the correlation between ν L0 t and ν 0L t may be sufficiently high, depending on the fiber-facet modes and coupling optics that are used, that the resulting partial reciprocity could be exploited to good effect.
III. PERFORMANCE METRICS
The limit on reliable communication over a fading channel is often taken to be the maximum system throughput without regard for delay or system complexity. This measure is the ergodic channel capacity, viz., the channel capacity averaged over all turbulence state realizations. The canonical ergodic capacity for our z 0 to z L link through atmospheric turbulence is, thus [7] , 
In this expression, Cγ; ϒ 0 T γ; ϒ L R γ is the channel capacity of a particular z 0 to z L turbulence state γ, when the z 0 transmitter has knowledge ϒ 0 T γ of the z 0 to z L turbulence state and the z L receiver has knowledge ϒ L R γ of the z 0 to z L turbulence state. Because the system is peak-power limited, the transmit power for the ergodic capacity calculation is not allowed to vary with the turbulence state. Depending on the observation of the turbulence state, the receiver may have no knowledge of the turbulence state ϒ L R jν 0L j 2 ∅, perfect knowledge of the turbulence state ϒ L R jν 0L j 2 jν 0L j 2 , or knowledge of the turbulence state's probability density ϒ L R jν 0L j 2 p jν 0L j 2 · and similarly for the transmitter's state knowledge. Note that here, and in what follows, we are assuming that the turbulence-induced phase fluctuations of the single-mode received field-which are of significance for coherent detection-are being accurately tracked so that only the normalized power transfer jν 0L j 2 is of interest with regard to exploiting reciprocity.
The canonical ergodic capacity is applicable to fastfading channels, in which the latency tolerance exceeds the coherence time and the codeword length spans many coherence periods. As a result, this metric is appropriate for systems that do not have a latency constraint. For slow-fading channels, in which the latency tolerance is smaller than the coherence time and the codeword length cannot span many coherence periods, another performance metric is needed. In the slow-fading regime, performance is often measured by the maximum throughput that can be guaranteed with some probability. This measure is the ε-capacity metric given by [7] 
is the maximum throughput for the z 0 to z L link that can be guaranteed with probability 1 − ε 0L . The ε-capacity metric recognizes that, because of the stochastic nature of turbulence-induced fading, outages will occur with some probability. This metric, however, fails to account for the fact that a system can achieve ε-capacity without maximizing throughput when advantageous turbulence states occur. To overcome this deficiency, we define a low-delay ergodic capacity as the maximum average capacity when the system is required to meet a latency constraint, namely, the time it takes for a single codeword to traverse the channel
where the d is the latency and t 0 is the turbulence coherence time. The ε 0L argument is employed because-with the turbulence state perhaps imperfectly known to the transmitter and the delay required to be smaller than a coherence time-there is some probability ε 0L that data will be lost. In this definition of low-delay ergodic capacity, we enforce the constraint that the probability of outage ε 0L must be the same for all turbulence states. Thus, ε 0L is an outage probability, but it is different from the outage probability in the ε-capacity. The link capacity for a particular turbulence state realization with a maximum outage probability of ε 0L is then
Because of the latency constraint, the low-delay ergodic capacity is the average capacity when the system is required to maximize throughput of each channel realization.
We will see that its outage probability can be made arbitrarily small but only at the expense of decreasing throughput. We will prove in Subsection V.A that the low-delay ergodic capacity is a generalization of canonical ergodic capacity in the sense that if the transmitter and receiver have perfect knowledge of the turbulence state, then the low-delay ergodic capacity simplifies to the canonical ergodic capacity. In this sense the low-delay ergodic capacity is a good metric for the value of reciprocity. As reciprocity is degraded, the low-delay ergodic capacity of the system is strictly less than the canonical ergodic capacity. We define the power margin,
as a means to compare systems that require low delay to systems without a delay constraint. In one sense, this quantity represents the extra power required to meet the delay constraint and reduce the decoder complexity. In another sense, it is the power penalty incurred by imperfect-due to a noisy measurement or imperfect reciprocity-turbulence state knowledge.
IV. RECIPROCITY ARCHITECTURES
In theory, a configuration with perfect reciprocity can provide noiseless turbulence state information to the transmitter. In practice, however, a noiseless measurement is impossible. Thus, owing to a finite signal-to-noise ratio in the channel-measurement subsystem, any transmitter utilizing reciprocity information must be robust to uncertainty in turbulence state knowledge. Further, some hardware designs, such as those that do not couple into single-mode fiber, will only exhibit partial reciprocity, i.e., the correlation coefficient between jν 0L j 2 and jν L0 j 2 will be less than one in magnitude. These systems can also realize performance gains from the turbulence state knowledge provided by their partial reciprocity, but they too must be robust to uncertainty in the state measurement. In this section we present two architectures that exploit reciprocity in a robust manner. The first uses the information provided by reciprocity in an optimal manner to achieve the low-delay ergodic capacity. The second uses the information provided by reciprocity in a simple to implement manner that does not achieve the low-delay ergodic capacity.
We will use y 0 T ϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 to denote the z 0 terminal's estimate of the z 0 to z L turbulence state jν 0L j 2 based on its noisy observation of the turbulence state jν L0 j 2 governing the light it receives from the z L transmitter. The low-delay ergodic capacity for the z 0 to z L channel, as defined in Eq. (13), is then
where Cy 0 T γ is the capacity of a nonfading data channel with y 0 T γ channel gain and f x is the probability density function of the random variable x. We have used the fact that the capacity is maximized under the delay constraint d < t 0 by maximizing the capacity for each observation, subject to the outage constraint. Rewriting Eq. (15) in terms of the cumulative distribution function associated with Pry
where F x is the cumulative distribution function of the random variable x. Noting that the estimator y 0 T · that maximizes the low-delay ergodic capacity will meet the outage constraint with equality for each observation, we arrive at
Thus, the problem of maximizing low-delay ergodic capacity is reduced to finding the channel-state estimator y 0 T · that maximizes the capacity while guaranteeing that the channel will be in outage with probability less than ε 0L . Equation (17) is a general form for the low-delay ergodic capacity-it is valid for either coherent or incoherent detection and for background, signal shot-noise, or electronicsnoise limited systems.
A. Optimal Reciprocity Architecture
From Eq. (17) it is clear that an optimal, low-delay capacity-achieving architecture is a bank of encoders and decoders where the appropriate encoder-decoder pair is selected based on the optimal estimate of the current turbulence state at the transmitter y 0 T ϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 . We assume that the z L receiver has knowledge of which encoder has been selected by the z 0 transmitter-this may be accomplished by appending each codeword with information regarding the encoder selection. As the codewords become very long, this appended information will not impact capacity. The optimal reciprocity architecture is shown pictorially in Fig. 3 .
If the channel conditioned on a particular turbulencestate realization can be modeled as an additive whiteGaussian noise (AWGN) channel, each encoder-decoder pair can be implemented with simple AWGN channel codes. Similarly, if the channel conditioned on a particular turbulence-state realization can be modeled as a Poissoncounting channel, each encoder-decoder pair can be implemented with Poisson-counting channel codes. Herein lies Fig. 3 . Pictorial diagram of the optimal reciprocity architecture for peak-power-limited systems. The encoder-decoder pairs are selected based on the optimal estimate of the turbulence state given the observation of the z L to z 0 channel. We show the z L receiver as having knowledge of the turbulence state estimated by the z 0 transmitter-this may be accomplished by appending each codeword with information regarding the encoder selection. If each realizable turbulence state can be well approximated as an AWGN channel, each encoder-decoder pair can simply implement an AWGN channel code. one advantage of systems exploiting reciprocity-many systems exploiting reciprocity can simply use a bank of AWGN codes. This is in contrast to the computationally intensive sophisticated fading-channel codes required to achieve capacity for systems without reciprocity information [8] .
For the architecture shown in Fig. 3 to approach the lowdelay ergodic capacity, the number of encoder-decoder pairs must approach infinity. For realistic implementations of this architecture, using a finite number of encoder-decoder pairs, some performance penalty will be incurred. Thus, there is a trade between the number of encoder-decoder pairs implemented and the degree to which the low-delay ergodic capacity is approached. Taking this trade to the extreme, in which there is only one encoder-decoder pair, we arrive at an architecture with greatly reduced implementation complexity that was first suggested by Greco [9] . This leads us to the reduced implementation-complexity reciprocity architecture in the next subsection.
B. Reduced Implementation-Complexity Reciprocity Architecture
The reduced implementation-complexity reciprocity architecture is simply the optimal architecture taken to have only one encoder-decoder pair. It transmits at some fixed rate when the turbulence state is good, i.e., jν 0L j 2 is deemed to be sufficiently high, and does not transmit otherwise, i.e., when the turbulence state is bad. Thus, finding the optimal single encoder-decoder estimator reduces to simply determining, under uncertainty in channel-state knowledge, when and at what data rate to turn on the transmitter given the throughput and outage constraints. Mathematically, this single encoder-decoder pair assumption forces the estimator to be of the form
where γ 0 is the threshold above which the transmitter is turned on and y s;0 0 T is the channel estimate. Thus, the optimization problem is reduced from determining a continuous, real-valued function for the optimal case to determining two real-valued parameters for the reducedcomplexity case. Specializing Eq. (17) for the reducedcomplexity architecture, the optimization is given by
where
This architecture is shown pictorially in Fig. 4 . In the next section, we calculate the theoretical performance of both the optimal and reduced-complexity architectures for various example scenarios.
V. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE FOR PEAK-POWER-LIMITED SYSTEMS
We now provide three example calculations for peakpower-limited systems: (1) we show that with perfect turbulence state knowledge at both the transmitter and receiver, the low-delay ergodic capacity is equal to the canonical ergodic capacity; (2) we show that with only statistical turbulence state knowledge at the transmitter and perfect turbulence state knowledge at the receiver, the lowdelay ergodic capacity is equivalent to ε-capacity; and (3) we find the capacity for a system in which the turbulence state is measured by an incoherent beacon receiver and the data are received with a coherent detector. In addition to calculating the low-delay ergodic capacity, we also calculate the capacity-achieving estimator y 0 T · and the single encoder-decoder estimator y s 0 T ·. Fig. 4 . Pictorial diagram of the optimal reciprocity architecture for peak-power-limited systems. The encoder-decoder pairs are selected based on the optimal estimate of the turbulence state given the observation of the z L to z 0 channel. We show the z L receiver as having knowledge of the turbulence state estimated by the z 0 transmitter-this may be accomplished by appending each codeword with information regarding the encoder selection. If each realizable turbulence state can be well approximated as an AWGN channel, each encoder-decoder pair can simply implement an AWGN channel code.
A. Perfect Turbulence State Knowledge
For this example, we assume that the data transmitter and the data receiver have perfect knowledge of the turbulence state ϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 jν 0L j 2 and ϒ L R jν 0L j 2 jν 0L j 2 . Because C· is a monotonically increasing function, the optimal estimator is y 0 T ϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 jν 0L j 2 for this perfect turbulence state knowledge scenario. It follows that
so that the outage probability is zero. Substituting the cumulative distribution of the turbulence state conditioned on the observation of the turbulence state for the perfect turbulence state scenario, Eq. (21), into the expression for low-delay ergodic capacity given in Eq. (17) yields
Thus, with perfect turbulence state knowledge, the lowdelay constraint imposed in the definition of the low-delay ergodic capacity does not reduce the capacity from the unbounded delay capacity. Consequently, no extra power is required to meet the delay requirement, m 0L ε 0L 0 0 dB. Because the turbulence state is known perfectly, the estimator for the single encoder-decoder architecture is simply y s;0 0 T γ 0 , where γ 0 is chosen to maximize the lowdelay ergodic capacity,
and the optimization is over a concave function of γ 0 . So, if γ 0 is too small, the system transmits a large proportion of the time but at a very low rate. Conversely, if γ 0 is too large, the system transmits at a very high rate but only a small proportion of the time.
B. Statistical Turbulence State Knowledge
For this example, we assume that the data transmitter only has knowledge of the statistical distribution of the turbulence state ϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 f jν 0L j 2 ·. Because the turbulence state information is independent of the actual turbulence state, the conditional cumulative distribution function is equal to the unconditional cumulative distribution function, F jν 0L j 2 jϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 · F jν 0L j 2 ·. Thus, the optimal estimator is y 0 T F −1 jν 0L j 2 ε 0L where F −1 jν 0L j 2 · is the generalized inverse distribution function, defined as
Using the optimal estimator, we find the low-delay ergodic capacity with only statistical turbulence state knowledge at the data transmitter to be
We see that when only statistical turbulence state knowledge is available to the data transmitter, the low-delay ergodic capacity is proportional to the ε-capacity. Most practical systems will require a low probability of outage, ε 0L ≪ 1. As a result, for most practical systems, the lowdelay ergodic capacity with only statistical knowledge of the turbulence state at the transmitter is equal to the ε-capacity. The margin is a function of the fading distribution, specifically the distribution of jν 0L j 2 , and we, therefore, do not include the calculation here.
Finally, we note that the optimal estimator and the single encoder-decoder estimator are the same when the data transmitter only has knowledge of the statistical distribution of the turbulence state so that
C. Signal Shot-Noise-Limited Turbulence State Knowledge
We now provide an example calculation of the low-delay ergodic capacity for a specific system with coherent (heterodyne) detection at the data receiver and signal shotnoise-limited incoherent detection at the beacon receiver. For coherent detection at the data receiver, the low-delay ergodic capacity is
To calculate the low-delay ergodic capacity R LD 0L ε 0L and the optimal estimator y 0 T ·, we use Bayes' rule and the law of total probability to find the conditional distribution of jν 0L j 2 given ϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 , and the unconditional distribution of ϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 :
Because the turbulence state is observed at the data transmitter by a shot-noise-limited incoherent receiver,
2 is obtained from a conditionally Poisson random process with rate function μ 0 R t. Moreover, because we assumed that the turbulence state observation is signal shot-noise-limited, i.e., α L0 P L T ≫ λ 2 N 0 λ Δλ 0 , this rate function becomes
where we have taken the beacon transmitter to be unmodulated and operating at the peak-power limit P L T . For a τ 0 -duration observation, where τ 0 is less than the atmospheric coherence time, and a configuration exhibiting perfect (jν 0L j 2 jν L0 j 2 ) reciprocity, the conditional distribution for ϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 is then
By assuming some distribution for the turbulence-induced fading, such as gamma-gamma or log normal, one can then numerically evaluate Eq. (26) and obtain the optimal estimator and the low-delay ergodic capacity. The single encoder-decoder estimator with its associated performance can also be found with numerical evaluation.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE FOR PEAK-POWER-LIMITED SYSTEMS
Between 2008 and 2010, MIT Lincoln Laboratory embarked on a series of communication link experiments to demonstrate techniques to reduce the effects of turbulence-induced scintillation through the use of spatial diversity combined with forward error correction and byte interleaving. In this section, we calculate the optimal estimator and the low-delay ergodic capacity for sample data collections taken by this experiment campaign. Detailed descriptions of the system configuration and its demonstrated performance have been reported in earlier publications [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , but a general description of the optical construction is essential to this discussion. The flight tests performed in 2009 and 2010 are referred to by the acronym FOCAL (free-space optical communications airborne link).
As shown in Fig. 5 , the system provided a unidirectional high-bandwidth link from the test aircraft to the ground. Spatial diversity to mitigate scintillation was accomplished through the use of multiple ground-based receivers. Although there was no communication uplink, each of the four receivers also projected a single-mode laser beam upward that was used by the aircraft's tracking sensor to point the downlink laser. These four tracking beams had slightly different frequencies, and their total power at the aircraft was monitored by a single-mode fiber that combined the beams incoherently. The four ground-based receivers were also single-mode devices, and their outputs were incoherently summed after detection. All of the laser sources were single-mode transmitters, and each propagated through the same tracking path as its associated receiver.
A. Experiment Description
The system described schematically in Fig. 5 was used in three separate field tests, the first of which was a 5.5 km horizontal-path experiment and the last two experiments were performed with the high-bandwidth transmitter mounted in a Twin Otter aircraft. Pictures of the aircraft and the downlink ground station are shown in Fig. 6 . The aircraft was typically flown at an altitude of 12,000 ft. in a semicircular pattern at ranges between 25 and 60 km around the ground station. Link functionality was demonstrated out to 80 km with the aircraft at 16,000 ft. Each of the four ground receivers had individually tracked 12 mm apertures, whereas the aircraft transmitter used a single 25 mm aperture. At maximum range the communication downlink functioned at an output beam power of approximately 500 mW. As described in [13] , both terminals were equipped with real-time interleavers and encoders to reduce errors due to channel fading. Error correction was achieved using a relatively weak Reed-Solomon 255∕239 code. In the last set of link experiments conducted in 2010, 12 separate flights were performed at various times of the day. The average duration of these tests was about 3 h, and data were collected continuously during those periods.
The common-path optical layout of the ground station shown on the right side of Fig. 5 was chosen primarily to simplify the terminal construction and demonstrate an ability to build a terminal having low size, weight, and power characteristics. Since it was a unidirectional downlink test the airborne terminal did not include a communications receiver, but a single-mode power-in-fiber monitor was included in order to obtain a high-rate measurement of the radiation received from the tracking beams. Using a design similar to that applied in the ground terminal, the light into the power monitor passed through the same beam-tracking path as the downlink laser beam. These design decisions resulted in a two-way path configuration that was well suited to measure signal reciprocity with high fidelity. For the beacon link, each of the four beacon transmitters were offset in frequency from one another so that the light collected at the aircraft's power monitor could be incoherently combined. All of the information collected was accurately time-stamped, and the sampling rates for the aircraft and ground power meters were 4 and 1 kHz, respectively.
Reciprocal behavior in radio-frequency transceivers has been discussed in a number of prior articles [14, 15] , and it has been noted that near-unity signal correlation is only observed when the transmit/receive data at each of the nodes are processed identically and the input/output emissions share a common antenna. The downlink architecture in Fig. 5 illustrates the common-path characteristics of light propagation in both the fiber and free-space paths. The downlink laser transmitter and uplink tracking beams are merged in single-mode fiber at the circulator, and both are subject to closed-loop tilt correction using the same fast-steering mirror (FSM). In Part I of the paper by Shapiro and Puryear [5] , it is demonstrated that a link between two single-mode transceivers of this design will be reciprocal for any turbulence profile and for optical apertures of arbitrary dimensions.
B. Experiment Analysis
We define the plane of the single aperture data transmitter/beacon receiver as the z 0 plane. Correspondingly, we define the plane of the four aperture data receiver/beacon transmitter as the z L plane. Because the experimental system has four data receivers and four beacon transmitters, we must extend the system model in Eqs. (1)- (5) to complete an analysis of the experiment. For the beam propagating from z 0 to z L, we assume linear-polarized operation at center frequency ω 0 (center wavelength λ 2πc∕ω 0 ) and use the following scalar baseband model for the complex field envelopes for the four z L receiver fibers at time t: Fig. 6 . In the FOCAL experiment the performance of a 2.7 Gb∕s link between a transmitter mounted in a Twin Otter aircraft and a ground-based receiver was evaluated. For most of the tests, the aircraft was flown in a semicircular pattern centered on the location of the ground terminal. Tests were performed at ranges between 25 and 80 km.
Here, s 0 T t is the scalar complex envelope of the field transmitted from the z 0 plane at time t − L∕c; ν
Assuming that the four data receiver apertures are constructed to be identical (having the same aperture size, fiber, etc.) and that the power-transfer efficiency does not vary over the range of transmit frequencies, the average power-transfer efficiency α 0L is the same for each transmitter-receiver pair.
For the beam propagating from transmitter i in the z L plane, we assume linear-polarized operation at center frequency ω i 0 and use the following scalar baseband model for the complex field envelope for the z 0 receiver in band i at time t:
Here, s i L T t is the scalar complex envelope of the field transmitted with center frequency ω i 0 from transmitter i in the z L plane at time t; ν i L0 t represents the turbulence-induced amplitude and phase fluctuations imposed on a field transmitted from z L with center frequency ω i 0 at time t − L∕c and entering the z 0 receiver at time t, which is normalized to satisfy Ejν i L0 j 2 1 so that α L0 is the average single aperture z L to z 0 powertransfer efficiency at time t; and w i 0 R t is the complex field envelope of the background light entering z 0 receiver fiber in band i at time t. Assuming that the four beacon transmitters are constructed to be identical (having the same aperture size, fiber, etc.) and that the average power-transfer efficiency does not vary over the range of transmit frequencies, the average power-transfer efficiency α L0 is the same for each transmitter-receiver pair.
Because the power at the z 0 and z L receivers are incoherently combined, the performance is a function of the sum of the turbulence state for each link:
where jν 0L j 2 and jν L0 j 2 are the effective turbulence states for the z 0 to z L link and the z L to z 0 link, respectively. While the forward and reverse propagating beams are at slightly different center frequencies, perfect reciprocity will be exhibited as long as the center frequencies of the lasers employed are close to each other with respect to the coherence bandwidth of the atmosphere. For the FOCAL experiment the center frequency of the four lasers employed at the ground terminal were within 1.5 THz of the laser employed at the air terminal. Because the coherence bandwidth of the turbulence for this experimental setup is in excess of 10 THz [16] , the effective turbulence state will exhibit near-perfect reciprocity, jν 0L j 2 ≈ jν L0 j 2 .
Because the power at the z 0 receiver is incoherently combined, the observation of the turbulence state ϒ 0 T jν 0L j 2 is a slightly noisy version of js
Similarly, because the power at the z L receiver is incoherently combined, the observation of the turbulence state ϒ L R jν 0L j 2 is a slightly noisy version of js 1
That the noise in these observations must be low follows from their observed high correlation with each other.
The low-delay ergodic capacity and the associated optimal estimator are functions of the joint probability distribution of the transmitter observation of the turbulence state and the true turbulence state. For purely theoretical analyses, this joint probability distribution can be modeled. For analysis of the FOCAL system, however, we will take a data-driven approach. In particular, we will approximate the low-delay ergodic capacity by using the joint probability distribution of the observations at the z 0 plane and the z L plane as though it was the joint distribution for the turbulence state and its noisy observation. Fig . 7 . Joint probability distribution of the z 0 (aircraft) and z L (ground) observations for FOCAL experiment exhibiting a correlation coefficient of 0.982. In the figure, the red solid line shows the optimal estimator for an outage probability ε 0L of 0.1 while the green dashed line shows the optimal estimator for an outage probability ε 0L of 0.01. The intensity scale for the joint probability distribution is logarithmic.
implies that an observation of the air-to-ground link is very highly correlated with the turbulence state for the groundto-air link. In contrast, a very broad peak implies that an observation of the air-to-ground link is not well correlated with the turbulence state for the ground-to-air link. We will see that the optimal and single encoder-decoder estimators can be easily visualized on this joint distribution, leading to powerful insights.
Using Eq. (17) we have numerically calculated the optimal estimator for the sample FOCAL experiment. The optimal estimator is shown in Fig. 7 -in the figure, the red solid line shows the optimal estimator for an outage probability ε 0L of 0.1, while the green dashed line shows the optimal estimator for an outage probability ε 0L of 0.01. As an example, if the ground power-in-fiber observation is 2 μW, then the air terminal power-in-fiber observation will be more than 0.006 μW with probability 0.9 and more than 0.004 μW with probability 0.99.
We evaluated Eq. (19) to find the optimal operating point and the associated low-delay ergodic capacity for the single encoder-decoder communication system. In particular, we calculated the capacity for each potential operating point Cy s;0 0 T using the SNR estimated from the same data that were used to calculate the joint probability distribution in Fig. 7 . In Fig. 8 , we show the same joint probability distribution overlaid with single encoder-decoder communication-performance regime results. In the figure, the large dot is the optimal single encoder-decoder operating point for an outage probability of 0.0024. The probability mass to the right and above the operating point is "on"; the system is reliably communicating at a constant rate of Cy s;0 0 T . The probability mass to the left and below the operating point is "off"; the turbulence is causing a fade and the system does not bother attempting to communicate. The probability mass to the right and below the operating point is "outage"; the observation indicates reliable communication can be achieved at a rate of Cy s;0 0 T while the turbulence stated does not support communication at that rate-these data will be lost. Finally, the probability mass to the left and above the operating point is "missed opportunity"; the observation indicates that reliable communication cannot be achieved at a rate of Cy s;0 0 T while the turbulence state supports communication at that rate. For the example shown in the figure, the system is on 53% of the time, the system is appropriately off 35% of the time, and the system is off, but could be successfully communicating (missed opportunity) 11% of the time. To find the optimal operating point, we balanced the competing objectives: for a given outage constraint, moving the operating point up and to the right increases the data rate Cy s;0 0 T but decreases the fraction of time that the transmitter is on. Conversely, moving the operating point down and to the left decreases the data rate Cy s;0 0 T but increases the fraction of time that the transmitter is on.
Finally, in Fig. 9 we evaluate Eq. (14) to show the numerically calculated margin, or the power penalty incurred by imperfect turbulence state knowledge, for both the optimal estimator and the single encoder-decoder estimator.
To calculate the margin, we again used the estimated SNR for each turbulence state. For the optimal estimator, uncertainty in the turbulence state knowledge causes a 1.2 dB power penalty for outage probabilities above 0.04, increasing to 3.5 dB for an outage probability of 10 −4 . For the single encoder-decoder estimator, uncertainty in the turbulence state knowledge causes a 2.4 dB power penalty for outage probabilities above 0.1, increasing to 4 dB for an outage probability of 10 −4 . Interestingly, the penalty for implementing the single encoder-decoder estimator, instead of the optimal estimator, is at most 1.2 dB for these data. At low outage probabilities, the penalty for implementing the single encoder-decoder estimator is less than 0.5 dB. This implies that, at least for this experimental set up and the atmospheric conditions experienced during the Fig . 8 . Joint probability distribution of z 0 (aircraft) and z L (ground) observations for FOCAL experiment exhibiting a correlation coefficient of 0.982. The dot is the optimal single encoder-decoder operating point for an outage probability of 0.0024. For the example, the system is on 53% of the time, the system is appropriately off 35% of the time, and the system is off but could be successfully communicating (missed opportunity) 11% of the time. The intensity scale for the joint probability distribution is logarithmic. sample collection, most of the benefit from using reciprocity can be realized with a single encoder-decoder pair.
As a final note to the margin calculation, we comment on the performance of systems that employ reciprocity versus the performance of systems that employ interleaving. We have shown that perfect turbulence-state knowledge can be used to achieve ergodic capacity. Alternatively, infinitelength interleaving with sophisticated coding can be used to achieve ergodic capacity. In Fig. 9 we show the power penalty incurred by imperfect turbulence-state information, but we do not show the power penalty incurred by finite-length interleavers with implementable codes, such as employed in the FOCAL experiments. Future work could include a comparison of the performance of systems that employ reciprocity with systems that employ implementable interleavers and implementable codes.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In Part I of the paper, we showed that perfect reciprocity is exhibited within a wide range of conditions. For the common transmit-receive optical path, single-mode coupled system-as described in Section II-reciprocity prevails regardless of the turbulence distribution along the propagation path, the size of the exit/entrance pupils A 0 and A L , or the use of AO so long as the propagation delay is shorter than the turbulence coherence time. In this Part II paper, we showed the value of reciprocity in terms of capacity, latency, and complexity for peak-power-limited systems. Further, we showed techniques that exploit reciprocity by presenting an optimal architecture that maximizes capacity and a suboptimal architecture with greatly reduced implementation complexity compared to the optimal architecture. We calculated the performance of each architecture based both on theoretical systems and an experimental system. Based on the sample experiment data that we presented in this paper, we found that the suboptimal architecture required at most 1.2 dB of additional power to perform the same as the optimal architecture. This indicates that much of the value of reciprocity can be extracted with the single encoder-decoder architecture shown in Fig. 4 .
The paper did not address average-power-limited operation because most high-rate systems will be peak-power limited. Nevertheless, reciprocity information can be used to advantage in average-power-limited operation. Indeed, it can be shown that exploiting reciprocity permits the achievement of ergodic capacity while simultaneously enabling the benefit of reduced decoder complexity. This paper also did not address the design and performance of optical communication systems that use reciprocity knowledge to achieve increased power transfer with an adaptive system-this topic was previously addressed by Shapiro [1, 3] . The theoretical framework to evaluate the value of reciprocity presented in Section III is general enough to apply to systems that exhibit perfect reciprocity and systems that exhibit only partial reciprocity. For the examples, we only presented results for systems that exhibit perfect reciprocity.
Future work should calculate the performance benefit for important situations that exhibit partial reciprocitysuch as situations in which the point-ahead angle is large enough to cause partial reciprocity in a system that would experience perfect reciprocity with zero point-ahead angle.
Additionally, this paper has focused on the impact of reciprocity on the link layer, calculating performance for only a single link. Important future work includes a study of the impact of link layer sensing, including reciprocity, on heterogeneous network performance.
